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DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data

of experience are perceptions.

Reality

the

Truth

is

is

sum

All.

Natural history and the history of mankind prove that hereon
earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
of existence.

i.

Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
those which enhance progress, and tnorally bad are those

e

,

which are not
total of all that

in

harmony with

the All,

i.

e

those which retard or

,

is.

prevent progress.

the conformity of cognition to reality.
[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has

[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction;
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time
everything absolute)
lichkeit in

obvious that absolute existence

is

it

impossible

is

Reality

German, derived from wirken,

is

it

(in fact

properly called Wirk-

to take effect.

not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness,
ness of things in their relations.

to

Reality

is

but the effective-

Reality therefore implies not

only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.

and

its

manifestation are not two different things

The

untenable
istence

it

;

would imply the

not manifested

is

ohne IVirklichkeit

Science

;

Existence
both are one.

Unknowable is therefore also
existence of an object whose ex-

idea of something absolutely

is

— which

e

/.

existence without reality

,

;

Sein

the

either the one or the other

economy

of thought.

is

the possession of certain truths.

[Knowledge is, so
which Science works.

The

object of Science

Science cannot exist without knowledge.
is

not only to increase and enlarge knowl-

edge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vagueness, errors,

and misconceptions.
of knowledge is

The purpose

power over

is

that philosophy

and the Religion

of

which recognizes the oneness of

Monism

All-

teaches that the individual,

as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All,

human

new

vista of pro-
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;

Prof. Carl Heinsich Cornill.
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THE SITAHARANAM;
erature. Trans'ated

(Nos.

Monism

history of the

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

is

an orthodox theologian, of Konigsberg,

OR, THE RAPE OF SITA.
Hindu life a typical selection from Sanskrit littext by Prof. Albert H. Gunlogsen.

[A charming tale of ancient

that of increasing our

nature,]

existence,

The
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the present stock or capital with

to say,

wrong.
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laws of form to thought.

Knowledge

is

and re-adjusted.

The

(Mach.)

its

mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
religion and science. Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed

possible through application of the

is

superstitious notions in the world, of

the union of Religion and Science, and opens a

the search for truth.
is

many

and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality.
But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that science as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other.
If religion
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
origin,

a contradiction, an impossibility.]

is

The nature of science
Economy of thought

naturally produced

go. et

;

from the original

seqq.)]
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THE PHYSICAL BASES OF PERSONALITY.

Religion

is

man's aspiration

to

be in harmony with the

All.

[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of

Open Court, but

[The second of

The

have been presented are in
strict agreement.
Mr. Heg-ldr in No. 25, defines Religion as
"
"man's union with the All
(taking the definition from the Lutheran Catechism " Religion isfder Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durchGott, " and replacing the Word God by the more compreall

by the eminent French psychologist. Th,
ty,

"

definitions that

hensive word The All).
The editor has defined Religion as
" man's consciousness of his relation to the AH" (No. 24); as "Das
A.llgefi\hl

a series of essays

Translated with his consent from the " Diseases of Personal
(No. 93.)]
tant contribution to modern piychalogy.

Rit5oT.

An impo

im Emze'r-^n," the All-feeling

in

the

individual

(see
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now

en-

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS OF PROF. HERTZ.
[The elec

rical

researches of Prof. Hertz, of Carlsruhe, form one of the most

modern sc
same way and according to the

They show that

intportantcontributiors to
in
(

the

No. 95
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No.
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electricity acts

laws as light and radiant heat.
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AGNOSTICISM AND THE THEORY OF LIFE.
BY M.

a

o'eVRNE.

C.

is

only called in question

b)'

those whose judicial

qualifications are restricted either bj' a comparatively

weak and

defective natural intelligence or by narrow-

There is, I believe," a
hj'mn very popular among certain denominations of
Protestants, one verse of which affirms that
ness of education, or by both.

" Jesus can

make a dying bed
downy pillows

Feel soft as

Onl)' those

who have witnessed

are."

the dissolution of

some

can understand how absolutely the
supreme moment, be so filled with
hope, that the throes of the great agony may go almost
unheeded.
This condition at the last moment of
life cannot be properly termed one of ecstasy, inasmuch as that would imply {sSlffTtjjut) not merely exaltation, but displacement or subversion of the in-

faithful Christian

mind may,

in that

tellectual faculties,

and because we know

frijm actual

observation that persons animated by this confident

have maintained to the

expectation

last great

tran-

mind and manifested unimpaired faculties.
Only that which, for want of a better term, we
must call anti-Christian fanaticism would venture to
deny that religion is thus able to supply what Steele,
quillity of

in

one

of his letters to

27,

crown

j

i!

of righteousness,

"a

Pope, called

cheerful dying

With

Two

}

judge, shall give

The adequacy, or rather efficacy, of philosophy in
reconcihng the mind to the prospect of approaching
death

JOURNAL,

of Conciliating Religion "with Science.

all

nosticism,

me

Dollars per Year.
Single Copies, lo cts.

which the Lord, the righteous

at that day."

due respect

sidering as, at least in

—

fashionable Ag-

can hardly avoid consome cases, a convenient refuge

who are " too
fatigue of thought, "
I
for those

now

the

to

— which, however,

weak

I

bear the insupportable

to

must confess that

this Christian

however astonishing " the creed upon which
it is founded may appear to the couched ej'e of reason,
seems to me to be infinitely preferable to the absolute
uncertainty which sees no absolute, and which refuses,
"to choose between materialism
as I understand it
and idealism " * or to accept the autocentric thesis of
the H3'lo Idealist which reconciles and incorporates
certainty,

'

'

—

—

Of a simi-

these otherwise incompatible assumptions.
lar

opinion in this regard

Agnostic who,

— whatever

is

the parent of the term

neath the

title

as though

may

the case

ever- increasing multitude that
it

now

were a

barrier to ontological speculations,

be with the

shelters itself befixed

—has

and

final

recently de-

clared that he is "much disposed to think that the
encouragement, the consolation, and the peace afforded
to earnest believers in even the worst forms of Christianity are of great practical advantage to them."f
This is unquestionably a remarkable concession,
even when followed by an allusion to certain deductions which "must be made from this gain on the
score of the harm done to the citizen," etc. because
there are many who will maintain, on purely utilitarian
grounds, that a theory of life which, on the testimony
of those by whom it is repudiated, can in the hour of
trial afford encouragement, yield consolation, and provide ultimate peace must assuredly preponderate when
;

represented in the

spirit," the spirit so gloriously

final

stanza of the great ode of the eighteenth century Maker:
"

Surely there
to

The world recedes

who

disappears

it

ring:

Lend, lend your wings

mount

O

grave,

O

death,

is

where
where

!

I

!

!

ray ears

is

thy victory

is

thy sling ?"

I

I

fly

!

?

nothing to be gained from the refusal

acknowledge that

those

;

Heaven opens on my eyes
With sounds seraphic

religion

have, like

the

is

thrown into the balances against those evils whose
it can thus modify and reduce.

potential in assuring to

apostle

Paul,

"kept the

in-

jurious influence

No

less evident is

as

"a

ity

it,

in

my opinion,

that Christian-

religious philosophy " will always appear

faith" and "fought a good fight" that which Cicero

superior to M. Comte's Positivism, at least so long as

termed the

the latter

Where

ir/ara

mors, a bright, a lustrous death

?

the belief has been honest, the conviction im-

shaken, there of necessit}' has the

life

been accordant

therewith, so that, save in the improbable case of an

absolute phrontistic metamorphosis at the last mo-

we ought logically to expect that the last act of
would take the form of an assured conviction like
that of Paul:
"Henceforth there is laid up for me
ment,

means

fails

of its

to convince mankind that in and by
seven fundamental sciences all those

emotions and promptings of the human mind which
have hitherto found expression in supernatural religions
and metaphysical systems can be satisfied. Up to
the present, science has, while dissipating the forms of

faith

*

Professor Huxley, " Science and Morals a Reply."
Asnosticisni," Prof. Huxley in Nineteenth Century.

t "

:

THK OPEN

1692

old beliefs and rendering negation

with respect to

them not merely possible but necessary, by no means
no degree superseded religion itself. Indeed,
it has rather enlarged
"the sphere for religious sentiment" with every accession it has made to the sum of human knowledge,
the widening of the field of vision having from the
very beginning of science "been accompanied by an
increasing capacity for wonder."* The mystery of
the " Great Enigma "f not only transcends but it has

and

in

as Mr. Spencer so clearly shows,

many mysteries of older
religious systems, so that the human mind stands awed
and amazed in the presence of "an Infinite and
swallowed and absorbed the

Eternal Energy from which

all

cognizing such an Energy,

it

us to be content to

stifle

things proceed."

the

nature by consenting to term

it

Re-

scarcely possible for

is

instigations

of

our

Unknowable and

the

We are, as Mr.
by dubbing ourselves Agnostics.
Spencer allows, continually prompted to imagine some
solution,
and prompted moreover by the intellect no
less than by volition and feeling, since the incentive
is distinctly said to attend upon or result from the

—

analysis of knowledge.

Instead, therefore, of liberat-

ing the world from theologism, Agnosticism has discovered a Deity whose overpowering vastness is not
the less awe-inspiring because

it

may be

expressed by

a privative algebraic formula, a Deity already identi-

by some Christians with God "the mind and
of the universe," J a Deity that may yet be
worshipped as the Unknown God was adored by the
Agnostics of Athens, § a Deity in whose pancratic
attributes the "two or three" who "are gathered
together to worship the Unknowable," profess "their
unwearying belief," "even if no weak brother with
ritualist tendencies" has yet been heard to cry, " O
"
X", love us, help us, make us one with thee
With some such apparent perversity as we sometimes find displayed between brothers or other members of a family, the Agnostics and the Positivists are
fied

spirit

'

'

!

||

now somewhat

estranged.

Indeed,

we may

COURT.
—

which would claim for the part, for that "whole of
human beings" which Spencer declines to admit to
godhood, that "veneration and gratitude" which the
Agnostics do not feel called upon to display toward
the mysterious All in which all parts cohere.

—

Reverting, however, to the affirmation that philoso-

phy is able to reconcile the mind to the prospect of
imminent death, and to the implication that Christianity can only be suppressed by a theory of life capable of satisfying those emotions and promptings

which have hitherto found expression and satisfaction
in supernatural religions and ontological systems, we
shall find that a philosophy based upon nescience,
which, as it were, hangs its head, if it does not tremble, in the presence of an Unknowable Cause of things,
can never do this.

Worse than

able for the solicitude they manifest as they are for the

apparent volatility which, by the use of so
ressing diminutives,

* " Religion

:

A

Retrospect and Prospect," by Herbert Spencer.

tlbid.
" Agnostic Metaphysics." by F. Harrison, p.
t vide
g " I found an altar with this inscription.

1.

To The Unknown God

['A)l'tj(Tr(j

0fwj.

XVH. 23.
"The Ghost

whom

therefore ye ignorantly worsliip," etc.

Hospes comgsque corporis.

Quo nunc

Acts of

abibis in loca ?

Piilliduin, rigicia, nuiiuia.

Nee, ut

Gibbon

soles, dizbis

joca

.''

" t

Hadrian that "the ruling passions
of his soul were curiosity and vanity," and I fear that
in this instance we must recognize little more than
another example of the ruling passion strong in death.
However capricious his ordinary nature, we must conaffirms of

clude that the

posed

vital

man who

thus interrogated his sup-

principle respecting

its

destination was

disturbed and perhaps alarmed by his inability to re* " Confessions of an English Opium Eater." Coinpare also Ribot's " Diseases of the Memory " The reader will, of course, see that the physiological
e.xplanation is here beside the question.
t "Dear little vagrant, charming spirit,
Guest and h 1st of the body,
Wnither now wi't thou depart ?

Little pale, rigid, forlorn one.

of Religion,"

by

F.

Harrison.

ca-

" Atiimittitt vagultif blanduta^

the Ap.,
II

many

doubtless effectually concealed

the speaker's anxiety.

affirm that they are rivals in a race for public favor,

Agnosticism the "temporary halting-place" of a-symmetric scientific men (the "Christian philosopher"
calls them sciolists), while on the other hand those
Agnostics who agree with Mr. Spencer that the religious consciousness is a sentiment that can never be
lowered, have little or no respect for that retrogressive
religion which adapts old machinery to new uses, and

the gibing, threatening ghosts that

;

almost

the apostles of the Humanitarian Religion labelling

all

haunted the dreams of Clarence in the Tower would
be the dread suggestion of perhaps standing with uplifted finger at the bedside of one dying with apparently unimpaired mental faculties.
At such a moment and under such conditions the memory is so active that De Quincey's identification of its extraordinary vigor of operation in the last extremity with the
book of doom alluded to in the Bible is by no means
overstrained or unjustifiable. " It has been," he wrote,
"remarked, and I think justly, that the dread book of
account which the Scriptures speak of, is in fact the
mind itself of each individual of this at least I feel
assured, that there is no such thing as forgetting possible to the mind."*
The well known verses recited by the Emperor
Hadrian when dying are, I consider, quite as remark-

No

more, as thou wert wont, shalt thou bandy jests."

THE OPEN
turn a satisfactory encouraging answer.
esis of a vital

pear,

at

is

Whether

principle,

however

any rate inexorably logical

or not

we regard it as a
from the Supreme

or even probable that the sociological results of weakening or impairing the belief would be found otherwise

demands.

than beneficial either by the individual or the com-

it

in its

may

partial entity orig-

broken off
Idea, the Real Existence, and suffering defluxion,* which is Platonism,
it is self-moved and always moving
or as a self-moving monad passing through various imperfections and
avatars toward its final blending or amalgamation with
the Divine ethereal soul,
which is Pythag'oreanism
or as the identity in conscious relation (^Idee) of Being
and Non-Being, Subject and Object, which is Hegelianism or as a living soul breathed into the organism
by a personal Divinity,"!" which is Christianity, it is
immortal.
There ought to be no doubt in our minds
on this subject, no pretentious relegation of it to the
recesses where loud-mouthed Ignorance thrusts all
that it cannot demonstrate to the senses, wrapped in
the thin tissue of a flimsy rhetoric and labelled " Of
inally

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

He who

we have and can have no knowledge."

this

able during his last hours to

make and enjoy

is

a jeu

d esprit upon
River J

Charon and the passage of the Hateful
must have his judgment securely anchored to

the belief that the Plutonian shore with

its

vagrant

ghosts was but a figment of the imagination, a con-

no less satisfactory than that

viction, doubtless,

1693

ap-

This hypoth-

irrational

COURT.

of the

munity.
In

we

compound

extraordinarj'

that

of physiology,

and mysticism, Hinton's "Life

kinetics,

Nature,"

in

are able to recognize the disquietude occasioned

by the cogency

of those

demonstrations of material

powers, and laws, which have done so much
toward the elimination of various long-cherished noforces,

tions

on the subject

—of

of eschatological causation,

the ultimate energj' operating throughout and behind
all

nature, like the artificer and controller of

mically-colossal Strassburg clock,

some

cos-

—just as Lavoisier's

quantitative analysis annihilated Dr. Priestley's interesting Principle of Levity, Phlogiston, almost before
it

had come within sight

Why

so

many

or prime of

life.

specialists are thus disposed to

vex

of its {-jkuda

,

themselves over the possible consequences

of a

general

acceptation of generalizations based upon data fur-

nished by their
quire.

It

own

may

researches,

be

well

that

we need not now inwe could present a

reasonable explanation of this their apprehension, as
we certainly could of the causes which induced the

mathematician Cotes

to fulminate against Materialism,

taking his texts from

Newton's "Principia," or of

philosophic Julian, who, dying in the arms of victory,

those which led their faei/e prineeps, Michael Faraday,

looked forward with pleasure to his approaching union
with the divine azSz/p of the universe.

into the sloughs

When we

find that

many

of the greatest of our race

demanianism.
Mr. Hinton

some

fertility

heart,

—namely,

lasting,"! the plea of no knowledge

another.

is

surely but a

ment and

ground

a sure

of

hope

in the doctrine of

a writer

is

have agreed that "whatsoever that is which thinks,
which discerns, which wills, which flourishes, it is
heavenly and divine, and must necessarily be everpoor justification for systematically endeavoring to
weaken the belief of the millions who find encourage-

and quagmires

tions are rather one-sided,

whose conceptive restricinasmuch as he manifests

imagination in the cause he has at

of

the substitution of one ideology for

Arguing from the supposed or apparent

deadness
is

of a drivelling San-

of inorganic matter,

he concludes that

suggests that

if

we can only

man

and he

spiritually the deadest thing in the universe,

realize that all " partial

but seeming or phenomenal,

we may be

immortality.

life " is

more difficult must it be to make such a negative propaganda appear conformable to duty or propriety if it should prove that the proposed succedaneum
consists mainly of a few general maxims derived prin-

timately able to discover the "very Life,"

from the old beliefs, but destitute of their
and incentive. More even than
this, the true philanthropist would probably hold that
there could be no actual justification for interfering
with this doctrine on the positive ground of the nonexistence of a soul or vital principle if it were certain

many advantages are found. Our
once simplified and elevated. Instead of
feeling ourselves to be a fixed centre, before which a mechanical
universe marches with dead footsteps, we rise to take conception

Still

cipally

authoritative basis

capital

—which

letter,

words once and
enigma.

He

" In the view

of a larger

we
is

the

universe, or

for all to solve

says

thought of nature

is

ul-

—with
in

a

other

Mr. Spencer's great

:

thus take

at

and sublimer universe, of worthier ends and grander

—

nay, man's
sweep, upon the very tide of which our little lives,
own larger life is borne the true order and course of which in;

cludes the changing consciousness of man, piinting so upon eternity
* Plato, "Phaedrus,"

where Socrates expounds the idea

inform,

luititrc,

This defluxion or wing-drooping of the imperfect soul is
followed by a junction with a terrene body, the result of the union being a
mortal animal. The mythus is poetical, but no Sophist such as Gorgias,
would term it, as does Lewes, the "poetry of philosophy."

figure) of the soul.

tGen.
%
§

ii.

7; Eccl. xii. 7:

Luke

xsiii. 43.

Adam Smith's account of the last days of David Hume.
Haque qiticguid est illud <]iiod setttii, guod sapit, quod vttlt, quod
divinum est : ob eanique rem, externum sit necesse est. Cicero.

—

him a visionary time

;

which has for one of

its least

elements

the pulsing of his heart and throbbing of his brain, which

riched with
its

in

Vide Dr.

caeleste et

for

all

warm bosom

his passion,
;

all

is

en-

and bears his life-blood as a drop

being faintly imaged

to his

in

unperceiving eyes

changing garniture of earth and sky, from year t« year.
Thus we do not seek any longer to attach our marvellous con'

'

vigei,

sciousness to these passive thmgs which seem, but cannot be,

its

THE OPEN COURT.
causes.

has a worthier, a more reasonable source.

It

material things,

— which

mere

are found to be

their changes,

— in which

of that which

we experience

there

is

no change,

'

phenomena,'

— are

These
and

—

not the causes

they are the appearances which a
deeper cause, unseen, brings up before us. " *

Much

of this

is

all

safely conclude that these creeds

creeds, while

it

antagonistic to none,"*

is

have been

re-vaccinated with a very old-fashioned prophylactic

;

so efflorescent in

its

were Mr. Hinton an Agnostic, instead
apostle of a particular kind of esoteric

verbiage that

being the
he might

of

^nt?sis,

the bays with the proudest peripatetic

fairly dispute

meated

we may

However

against philosophy.
of utterances

may

the present confusion

trouble us, our feeling of insecurity

is

hardly so overpowering as to induce us to submit

to

be thus inoculated with the virus of credulity.

we should

the choice were to be made,

professor of rhetorical pyrotechnics

the Hegelian doctrine of the identity of contraries

exploited the

of the objective existence

who has hitherto
evangel of Know-Nothingism as the
hope within him.

basis of the larger

Carrying his

especially in England,

where certain

—

and object, he disposes of our ideas by simply terming them "phenomena," using that word in the limited (though

ing in favor

which the

customary), not strictly etymological sense of unreal

with rational positive knowledge.

The

elenchus is comparatively easy,
the result being not merely the denial of the ability
to

"fathom existence by thought," but the complete

is

now grow-

the necessity

of reconciling the sign military f of Christianity, by
faithful are separated from the infidels, %

appearances.
this point the

ecclesiastical in-

deemed worth preserving,
among. those who seem to feel

stitutions are

From

and

of Non-existence, which,

repudiation of auto-centricism to the extreme verge
of absolute separation of subject

If

rather prefer

professors of divinity have

now

for

many years

seen philosophy, starting from the vantage

ground

afforded by science, depreciating that creed

in

estimation of the people and divesting

it

the

of authority.

subordination of the intellect as a guide to truth to

The

those other phases or divisions of the unextended

with the moderns, but theologians and the many who
dread the consequences of overthrowing the present

mind which we call emotion and volition,
being controlled or led by the former.
The

'
'

the intellect

is

realized, that

based only on forgetf ulness of

mere

intellect

made

may

arises

which the intellect may be
our thoughts have not authority, our hearts

does not include, and

the servant.

If

theory of existence are

when the shortcoming of
we have no power of knowing, is
the fact that we have powers which

which naturally

idea,

— the latter

to

is

given to us in the seeming denial of our power to

know. We may translate all that the intellect can apprehend into
moral terms may read in it a spiritual significance may affirm
e/iaf,
duly fulfilling the conditions of the case,
to be the truth.
From that which the heart knows we have to trace, as an appearance, that which the intellect and the sense perceive." f
;

;

—

—

This

now disposed

to think their

cause somewhat less hopeless than they had begun to
consider it.
Nothing but utter necessity would have

"dogmas

driven the English to those

of

Germany

"

which, says Lewes, they formerly " held as the dreams

and which he elsewhere likens to a
"miserable hut" looming like a mountain through a
fog of verbal quibbles, absurdity, and "the genuine

of alchemists,"

be made judges

"This

divine light of the quietists can avail nothing

an extraordinary conclusion to draw from
I have designated Agnosticism in excelsis.
Discarding the misleading intellect,
we are asked to become omphalopsychites, and illuminated by the "divine light of Mount Tabor" find in
quietism assurance of progress in true knowledge,
consolation and lasting peace.
Because of our inability to throw the house out of
the window, we are invited to close the only apertures
through which we receive light because we cannot
transcend our ultimate noumenon and proplasm, the
brain, in its loftiest function we must concentrate sentiment and volition, thereby forming a chromatic lens
capable of revealing all the mysteries of the "very
Life" of the universe microscopically mirrored in the
is

what, in a previous paper, J

insanity of Logic."

The insular contempt for "professional philosophers" is now lost sight of in the pressing necessit}'
felt by the schoolmen and divines of England to
buttress their theologism and its moral system by that
very philosophy which they have so long disdained
perhaps for its non- marketable character.
Behind the
fog, and squarely posited on what Lewes so contemptuously terms a miserable hut, there stands an
almost Athanasian trinity in unity,
the unconditioned

—

Abstraction (the Father), the conditioned Reality (the
Son), and these two in conscious identity (the Spirit).
Plotinus, with his hypostases,

Just as

came

§

the

to

;

If

this

rather

be the logical result of that Agnosticism
in

virtue

of

its

inherent vitality, per-

* " Life in Nature," chap. XII.
t "Life in Nature," chap.

The Open Court, No.

XIH.

73, p. 1419.

first

its

system,

—find

conflict with phi-

himself drawn

* '• The Creed of a Modern Agnostic "
London, Routledge, 1883.

Tom.
X

/,

"

De

cordis

;

—or

across the

by Richard Bithell, B. Sc, Ph. D.

— militise

sacramentuni."

Ambrosii

;

Op.,

I'irg., lib. 3.

Synibolum cujus signaculo

fideles ab intidelibus secernuntur."

Maximi

Taurineiisis Op., Horn, in Symb.
§

X

his

t " Nostri sifjnaculum

epigastrium.

which "has,

rescue of Christianity in

losophy, so does the hitherto contemned Hegel,

Compare

the creed of St. Athanasius

creatus, nee genitus.
genitus.

" Pater a nullo est factus

:

Filius a Patre solo est

Spiritus Sanctus a Patre. et Filio

genitus, sed procedens."

:

:

non
non

:

nee

factus, nee creatus, sed
factus,

nee creatus, nee

XHE OPKN
waters of the North Sea to demonstrate the sweet
reasonableness of the established Church of England.

Not

moment would

for a

I

wish to be understood

as co^•ertly insinuating that selfish or sordid motives

lishing perfect
finite

and reason. Even though
the self-assurance inspired by numbers were mine,
instead of my being one of a very small minority,
between

faith

—

should insinuate nothing so injurious to my own reputation.
Apart from that earnest attachment which we
call faith there

are, there

must

apprehen-

be, serious

one theory

The

may

that

many timorous

we cannot

so-called lux bcnigna of an infallible revelation

be withdrawn, and with

^^

Bring white hairs

souls are shrinking in horror at

BY TH. RIBOT.

hedonism and empirically sugis not by consenting to ignore it

of

this
If,

animals

ensures the corresponding incentive of an active de-

in

revealed as cosmical law.
this

If

that

is

or that will be

we succeed

in

making

clear to the ordinary intellect, the fear-inspired

anti-revolutionary passion of reaction which
in the

way

now stands

of progress will give place to a soberer con-

dition, enabling those

mankind

who may be

said to control the

body politic,
as in the individual organization, disturbance and agitation indicate a disease to be counteracted by the
destinies of

to realize that in the

"exhibition" of remedies calculated to relieve.
When thrones and altars shall become unnecessary

because of the development of justice
and the power of self-government, "the SiHaioffvyt/
and GGoqjpoavvi] ol the individual citizens,'' * they will
in due time quietly disappear as the nebulae consolidate into suns.
Ill-advised endeavors to perpetuate
them by opposing barriers will only cause that to become a destructive torrent which otherwise would continue to be a tractable stream, or to produce excresto social progress

cences which, like the

wen

in the apologue, will con-

taminate the whole body on which they appear.

On

judgment,

theory of

life

— althc?ugh the present supernatural
— we shall secure the

has to be discarded,

wished-for continued higher evolution of reason and

moral feeling

;

and

if

we

ciple of fashioning our

the organic sense, the consciousness
;

and

are true to the monistic prin-

II.,

book

iv,

chap.

-,

sec.

2.

has been further seen that

all

the organic sen-

that

the tissues, organs, and

—

movements produced in a word, from all the states of
are in some degree and form represented

—

the se7isorium

only their

sum

;

and

total,

if

it

the physical personality be
follows that personality

must

vary as they vary, and that these variations admit of
all possible degrees, from simple distemper^o-the
Instances of
total metamorphosis of the individual.
" double personality, " about which there has been great
discussion, (we shall later speak of

treme case.
vestigations

it,)

are but an ex-

By dint of patience and careful inwe should find in mental pathology enough

observations to establish a progression, or rather a

continuous regression from the most transient change
to the most complete alteration of the ego.
It is an incontestable fact, that the ego exists only

on the condition
its

identity this

of continually
is

changing.

As regards

only a question of quantity.

identity will persist as long as the

that remain relatively fixed
of the states that are

added

is

sum

greater than the

to or

Its

of the states

sum

detached from this

stable group.

For the present we have only
larities of personality that are

to study the irreguimmediately connected

Since, by

itself,

general sen-

has only a very feeble psychic value, it produces only partial disorders, except in cases where the
alteration is total or sudden.
By way of a beginning, we shall here notice a state
sibility

which can hardly be called a morbid
bably is well-known to all, and consists

conduct with the view of estab-

*]. S. Mill: "Prin. of Polit. Econ.," Vol.

it

we admit

sations proceeding from

with organic sensations.

the other hand, by honestly consenting to that

educative process which subordinates the imagination
to the

is

accordingly,

the body

all

upon the

consciousness arises from organic sensations.

by demonstrating, as on page 1217, No. 56, of this
journal,
that moral anarchy can never originate where
the due development of every side of human nature

harmony with

"|"

that the basis of psychic individu-

present subject,

that this apprehension can be set at rest, but rather

—

} v'f.v."^

It has been seen, in a forrher paper

of organic existence

sire to live in

utito a quiet grai'e."

Translated from the French by

ality in

—

long-accredited

ALTERATIONS OF PERSONALITY.

on the shifting sands
It

many

it

life,

the prospect of a future wherein ethics shall be founded

gested selection?

attain that condition of

fail to

and venerated institutions may disappear, but when
we have secured the absolute equilibrium of our organfzation in its subjective and objective aspects, we
shall have found a light to "lighten the nations" in
whose steady, unwavering lustre we shall be able to

which has for thousands of
years favorably affected the development of humanity,
by another which has never been tested.
Who can wonder that the extravagant exaltation
of Nescience has so far weakened the sense of duty
of

harmony between ourselves and the inof which we are, each to himself,

perfect sanity which has been termed rational holiness.

sions with respect to the moral consequences of substituting

169;

and eternal All

the centre,

are hidden behind this evident anxiety to effect a reconciliation

COURT.

Translation copyrighted.
t No. 93 of The Open Court.

state, yet proin

an alternate
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feeling of exuberant vitality or of depression, without

physical

apparent cause.
In these states the usual tone of life
changes, rises, or falls.
In the normal state there is
a positive "euphory"; neither comfort nor discomfort

title,

arise

from the

Often, on the other hand, the vital

bod}'.

personality."

Without caviling about the

which, perhaps, conveys somewhat more than

it

we are shown in the examples quoted how an
unknown organic state, an alteration of the ccensesought,

thesis,

i.

of the organic sense,

e.

without any external

superabounds and
everything seems easy and

cause, ma}' produce a feeling of corporeal annihilation.

This state of well-being, at first entirely
physical, is propagated to the whole nervous organisation, and arouses a multitude of pleasant feelings, to
Everything looks
the exclusion' of contrary ones.
bright.
At other times the reverse will happen, as in
states of disease, despondency, listlessness, impotence
and as consequences of grief in fear, in painful and
depressing feelings.
At such times everything looks
black.
In either instance, however, there is no news,
no event, in fact, nothing external to us, to justify this
sudden joy or sadness.
Surely, in an absolute sense, it cannot be here said,

exuberant vitality and strength the person experiences
an ever increasing sensation of weakness, to such a

functions

become exalted

seeks to expend

itself

;

;

activity

profitable.

—

—

that personality has been transformed.

has been
is

The

so.

individual

man

Relatively

it

has been changed,

not the same as before to himself, or better

still,

to

those who know him.
This, when translated into the
language of analytic psychology, simply means, that

by elements, some

this personality is constituted

latively fixed, but others variable

;

re-

that the variability

having by far exceeded its average value, the stable
portion has been affected, yet has not disappeared.
Now, if instead of disappearing merely to return
after a brief delay to the normal state, we suppose that
this change persists (a supposition that is daily realized)
in other words, if the physical causes that
induce this change are permanent, instead of being
transitor}', in such instance there is formed a new
ph3'sical and mental habitude, and the centre of gravity
of the individual shows then a tendency to displacement.
This first change may then give rise to others so
;

that the transformation

For the present

constantly on the increase.

is

shall not discuss this

I

subject at

simply wished to prove that from a normal
state we may by imperceptible stages descend to the
state of complete metamorphosis
or that it is purely

length.

I

;

a question of degree.

In studying the disorders of personality,

is

it

im-

determine those that have their
immediate cause in the perturbations of general sensibility, because these latter by a secondary action

possible strictly to

excite psychic states of a higher order (hallucinations,

and morbid

feelings,

ideas).

I

shall limit myself to

instances in which they appear to preponderate.

We

shall

gigiics" *

five

find

in

grouped under the
* Sept. 1S7S.

" Annales

the

observations,

5e Serie,

title:

tome XX,

which

"An

pp. 191-223.

inedico-psycholo-

the

author has

aberration

of

the

"In

the fullness of health, and in the possession of

moment he has the fear of falling
and of ceasing to exist." Otherwise the
sensibility remains intact; the patient eats with appetite, and if we attempt to oppose his will, he will
still he will keep rereact with the utmost energy
peating that he feels like one dying that he is slowly
passing away that there are left to him only a few
Very naturally, upon this purely physhours to live.
point, that every
into syncope,

;

;

;

ical

foundation

any number

at

the

of delirious

lieves himself

to

same time there are grafted
conceptions

:

one subject be-

be poisoned, another maintains that

some demon has entered into his system, and
"sucking away his life," etc.

is

actually

Let us, however, confine our attention to the immediate consequences of the physical state. We here
encounter that state of despondency, already described,
and known to everybody, yet here in a much more
The mental distemper inserious and stable form.
creases in proportion and systematizes itself. The inThis forms
dividual tends to be no longer the same.

new stag^ toward the dissolution of the "ego,"
although as yet far from having been reached.
This beginning of a transformation, due to exclusively physical causes, is also met with in persons
a

who maintain

that they are enveloped in a veil or
Others
from the world, insensible.
seem to enjoy with delight the lightness of their
believe
bodies
will feel as if suspended in mid-air
they are able to fly or have a feeling of heaviness
either in the whole body, in certain limbs, or in a sinall of which
gle limb that seems stout and heavy
phenomena are naturally explained from disorders of
the muscular sensibility. "A young epileptic at times
felt his body so abnormally heavy, that he scarcely was

cloud, cut

off

;

;

;

—

able to support it. At other times he felt so light that
he believed he did not touch the ground. Sometimes
it seemed to him, that his body had assumed such
huge dimensions that it would be impossible to pass
through a certain door-way."*
In the case of the latter illusion, which relates to
the dimensions of the body, the patient feels himself
much smaller or much larger than in reality he is.

The

of general sensibility —
— are not of less psychologic

local perversions

though by nature limited
importance.

Some

al-

subjects will assert, that they no

*Griesinger: " TraitiJ des Maladies Mentales," trans. Doumic,

p. gz.
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having been, and as being no more, and
appears as an external,

to itself as

which can only be explained through a suppression or

in w'hich the present state

alteration of the internal sensations that exist in the

strange thing, and as not existing.

normal

where the surface of
the body no longer yields sensations and where those
that do arrive from the organs are equivalent almost
to none at all where both superficial and deep sen-

state

and contribute

to constitute the notion

—

To the same cause at times
aggravated by cutaneous anaesthesia— we must refer
certain cases in which the patient believes, that one
of his limbs or even his whole body is of wood, glass,
of the physical ego.

After a while, he will say, that he has no body at
that he

Instances of this kind are really

dead.

is

encountered.

woman who

Esquirol speaks of a

lieved that the devil

had carried

off

her body

;

be-

the sur-

was completely insensible. The phyBaudelocque, during the last period of his life,

had

lost all consciousness of the existence of his body
he maintained that he no longer possessed head, arms,

:

Finally, there

etc.

by

"A

is

a widely

known

instance related

dead
ever since the battle of Austerlitz, at which he had
been seriouslj^ wounded.* When asked about his condition, he would answer:
'You wish to know how
fares old Lambert?
He is no more; he was carried
off by a cannon-ball.
What you see there is not himself, but only a wretched machine that has been made
in his likeness
you ought to ask them to make another.'
In speaking of himself, he never said 'I,' but
'that thing.'
His skin was insensible, and often he
would fall into a state of complete insensibility and
Foville.

soldier believed himself to be

;

In the case just mentioned,
of serious perturbations

;

we

enter into the realm

meeting for the

first

time

with an instance of double personality, or more strictly
speaking, a discontinuity, a lack of fusion between

two periods

of psychic

life.

The present

case might

be explained as follows.
dier,

ness

Before his accident, this sollike everybody else, had his organic conscious-

— the

the feeling of his

sense,

own body:

his

physical personality.
After the accident an internal
change was brought about in his nervous organization.
Concerning the nature of this change, unfortunately,
we can only form hypotheses, the effects alone being
known. Whatever it may have been, it resulted in
giving birth to another organic consciousness

— that

wretched machine." No kind of amalgamation
had been effected between the latter and the older

of a "

consciousness

— the

recollection

of

ciously remained with the patient.

which had tena-

The

ideas that connect

organism

new

states.

;

Here, the new states did

not enter the old ego as an integral part.
that

odd situation

* Mich<53,

in

Hence,

which the old personality appears

Ancales Medico- psychologiques.

1856. p. 2+9 et seqq.

re-

it

feelings, images,

with higher psychical

simply reduced

is

such a state the

in

to the

speaking,

or-

and

The

life.

automatic acts that

C9nstitute the habitude or routine of

life,

or properly

becomes "a machine."

it

Strictly viewed,

we

indeed, .allowed to as-

are,

sume, that the only personality in this example is the
we must nevertheless
personality which recollects
acknowledge, that it is of a very extraordinary nature,
;

and that, instead
would be more correct to

existing only in the past
it

person,

a

it

;

of calling
call

it

a

memor\'.

What distinguishes the above-mentioned instance
from those of which we shall speak elsewhere, is precisely this, that here the aberration is altogether physical, springs solely from body and bears solely upon
The

the body.

old soldier did not believe himself to

be another (Napoleon, for example, although the latThe present case is
ter also had been at Austerlitz).
as free as possible of intellectual elements.

The

illusion of patients or convalescents,

turbations of general

must

who

be-

also be referred to per-

At times there

sensibility'.

is

pure and simple illusion without doubling, where the
morbid state is projected outward, and the individual
Such, are
alienates a part of its physical personality.
the cases

of-

who having

the patients, of

whom

Bouillaud speaks,

lost the sensibility of half of their body,

imagine to have beside them in bed an other person,
But when the group of organic
or even a corpse.
sensations of a morbid nature, instead of thus being
alienated, clings to the normal, organic ego and for
some time coexists with it, without fusion, then and
for just this space of time the patient believes that
he has two bodies." A certain convalescent from a
fever believed himself to consist of two individuals,
of which one was in bed, while the other was walking
Although without appetite, he ate a great
about.
deal

;

having, as he said, two bodies to feed."*

"Pariset, in his

feeling of

because in the organic states as well as in others, this feeling can only
result from a slow, progressive, and continuous assi-

identity, accordingl}-, is lacking

milation of the

— that

lieve themselves double,

immobility, lasting several days."

be

;

extinguished

sibility is

face of her skin
sician

may

It

in fine, that in a state

ganism no longer excites those

fitone, butter, etc.

all,

marked,

early

youth having been over-

come by an epidemic typhus, remained

several da3'S

One
an extremely low state, verging on death.
morning there suddenly awoke a more distinct feeling

in

of himself.

He

began

to

think,

perience a genuine resurrection
at

the

same

* Leuret.

instant

;

and seemed

he had, or believed

Fragments Psycholog'ques sur

to ex-

but, strange to say,

la Folie, p

95.

to

have,
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two bodies

and these bodies seemed

;

resting in two different beds.

was present
and enjoyed

in

one of these bodies, he

be

to

recovered,

felt

In the other body his

delightful repose.

soul suffered, and argued with

him

to

In so far as his soul

itself

Why am

:

so well

I

this bed and so ill and oppressed in the other ?
This thought preoccupied him for a long while.
Pariset himself a man most subtle in psychological

in

'

—

— has

times told

me

the detailed his-

tory of the impressions which

at

that time he ex-

analysis

perienced."

many

*

In the above

advanced

in

able to see,

we possess two

instances of double

Although as yet we are not

our study, the reader,

how

"double personality"

soon as we translate
tic

observations,

case, as

it

events,

all

The

far

to,

current term

As

but an abstraction.

is

is

when

into concrete facts, into authen-

it

we

at

two cases referred

the

closely examined, are really unlike.
of

shall

Each

only find diversity.

were, asks for a particular interpretation

;

and a priori we certainly might expect one. Personality
as we maintain, and as we shall further

—

attempt to prove
it

— being

a very

compound complex,
must
decom-

clearly follows that its perturbations likewise

be multiform. Each case shows
posed.

of Suras and Asuras. "
And he further
spoke somewhat sternly to Sita
"This Raksha-fiend could not hurt my brother
even in his smallest finger therefore, O lady, why
thus alarmed ? And mindful, moreover, of my brother's
command I must not go, even if told so by you." To
this Sita, the daughter of Janaka, impatiently re-

entire host

:

;

plied

it

as differently

Disease becomes a subtle instrument of an-

and affords us knowledge that is inaccessible
by any other method. The main difficulty is to interpret it satisfactorily but even errors will only be transitory, since the facts which the future has in store will
serve either to verif)' or rectify them.
alysis,

;

THE SITAHARANAM

OR,

;

THE RAPE OF

SITA.

AN EPISODE FROM THE GREAT SANSKRIT EPIC "RAMAYANA."
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH EY PROF. ALBERT

GUNLOGSEN.

H.

:

"Lakshmana, you
friend's disguise,
in

physical personalitj'.

COURT.

if

are your brother's foe under a

you do not hasten

You wish

such a predicament.

think

you

there

;

stay,

no brotherly

is

to his aid,

his ruin,

affection in

you

;

I

being
should

therefore

with the greatest indifference, looking upon

Rama's sovereign glory.
O Lakshmana, you wish Rama killed for my sake,
and therefore you take no heed of the words uttered
by me but bereft of Rama I would not live one single
'

'

;

longer.
Therefore, O hero, do my bidding,
Surely, if
and without delay protect your brother
Rama be in a predicament, what then are you more
unto me, who am not. going to live one instant longer,
"
if you do not start in search of Rama ?
Then Lakshmana replied to the daughter of the king
of Videha, who had spoken this in a voice, stifled by tears
"O
of sorrow, and looking like a timid, trembling hind
lady, among all gods and men, Gandharvas and birds,
Rakshas and Pisatchas, Kinnaras, reptiles and terrible
Danavas, * there is not, O you fair one, a single who
Like unto great Indra himself,
is a match for Rama.
although but a man, Rama is invulnerable in battle.

moment

!

:

Therefore, desist from this language.

I

cannot leave

you here alone without Rama. O daughter of Videha,
you are a pledge entrusted to my care by the magnanimous, truthful Rama, and I cannot leave you here
alone.
And moreover we have already, O dear lady,
performed many valiant deeds against these cruel
Rakshas for the clearance of Janasthana so may you
ever be happy
The Rakshas in the forest will besides
often imitate various sounds therefore do not mind
a merely wanton wish for doing harm. Rama's glorious
strength is unutterable without reflecting you cannot
compare it to that of any other therefore may you
not speak thus.
Be then easy at heart, and leave off
all this anxiety.
Your husband will soon return, when
The sound
he has killed that wonderful antelope.
that you heard, O lady, surely was not his own voice
for if even placed in a difficult predicament, Rama
never would utter an undignified sound."

—

IV.

!

StTA heard the loud challenge from the wood, and

;

she thought

it

like her

At once she said

to

search of Rama, for

husband's voice.
"
Lakshmana

my

:

heart

is filled

Go

quickly in

with evil fore-

;

;

bodings.

I

some one

have heard a repeated loud

in great distress

;

of

call, like

hasten, therefore,

O son

of

Sumitra, to the assistance of your elder brother, your
companion and ally
Speed to the rescue of

faithful

!

your brother, imploring aid he must have fallen into
the violent hands of Rakshafiends, like a king into
the jaws of roaring lions."
;

Listening to her exaggerated speech, as women's
often will be, Lakshmana replied to Sita, whose eyes

from fear seemed ready
is

not possible that

even by

all

to start out of her

my

head

:

" It

brother be vanquished, not

the powers of the three worlds or by the

Thus addressed,
he had spoken but

"O you

Gratiolet, "

Anatomie CompariSe du

Systt-

,

Vol.

II, p. 5+8.

fairly

:

unworthy, merciless destroyer of men, and

* All names of demi-gods and demons.
The Gandharvas were the heavthe Kinnaras, a class of demi-gods in the retinue of Kuvera,
god of riches the Danavas, a race of Titans, enem'es of the gods, and sons
of Danu, the daughter of Kasyapa, the latter a mythic Hindu seer.

enly musicians
;

'

the excited Videha, with reddening

eyes in an angry tone replied to Lakshmana, although

;
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the ruin of families

and

!

I

might take you

for a fond lover,

therefore you have spoken in this way.

thajt

not fair between brothers,

COURT.

O Lakshmana,

CORRESPONDENCE.

It is

what would

be bad even among men, who like you are pleased
to walk in darkness.
You are surely the only foe,
threatening Rama in the wood, and it is for my sake

EXTRACTS FROM OUR CORRESPONDENCE UPON THE

;

—

LIVE

vinity,

great emotion, in a humble attitude
" You being to me like a higher dicannot answer but an extreme language like

I

:

;

O

daughter of Mithila, does not beseem women.
The temper of women all over the world is ever the
same fickle, refractory, obstinate, and often working
this,

—

May

the ruin of their brothers.

wood

all

the living creatures

me, while protesting
that you have abused me, when as was my duty I only
spoke the truth. Woe to you you will surely perish,
since in your womanly perverseness you thus suspected me, when I only remained true to my master's
word "
that stir in this

listen to

;

!

Having uttered
always
in

harsh speech, after a while,

this

with compassion, he began to speak to Sita as

filled

hg.

had been accustomed "I shall indeed go
Rama, and may you be blessed, O you
May all the good genii of the forest watch

one

!

over you, although evil forebodings besiege

my

me

!

On

you with Rama." Lakshmana thus addressed Sita, and she with streaming
eyes answered: "Without Rama, O Lakshmana, my
only hope will be the river Godavari
I shall either
strangle myself, or die from exposure in the wilderreturn

I

hope

ness, or rather fling myself into the
for beside

;

blazing funeral

Rama I shall never touch
with my foot " Thus Sita

the noble

—not

another

man

spoke

her grief to Lakshmana, bitterly crying, and

in

even

beating her bosom with her
at the sight of

come
Sita

lot

the

fair,

fists.

The son

of Sumitra,

weeping woman, who had be;

but

nothing more to her husband's brother.

Lakshmana then took leave of Sita, with folded hands
and civilly bowing. The inspired hero again cast a
transient glance at the daughter of Mithila, and thereset

lot

size, fifty feet

:

I

built a cottage

on

it,

in

The Land Company owns a lot contiguous to and
*
It also owns many others all around me. * *
mine.

without improvements, and the company's

now worth

lot

by mine, are

three hundred dollars each.

Last year my city, county, and state taxes on ray house and
were about fifteen dollars. On the Englishmen's lot, the taxes
were about one dollar and fifty cents. * * *
It is very possible, therefore, that ten years hence the lot by
mine will belong to the Land Company. It is also probable that
each of these lots will then be worth one thousand dollars, and that
in the ten years I will pay fully S200 taxes on mine— possibly more.
lot

'

And

that the

company

will

pay about S25 on their

ing the natural accumulations on the amounts,
year.

pany
ray

It will

be an actual cost to

of about S50.

So, aside

me

lot,

which, count-

we pay

out each

and to the comthat I, by improving

of about S400,

from the

fact

do my share in increasing the value of all my neighbor's
and also will expend my labor in the town, and in trade

lot, will

property

;

and otherwise, distribute a large share of the products

among my

community

of

my

labor

me

S400 in the
next ten years for making a profit of $700, and will charge these
Englishmen S50 in the same time for making $700. And none of
the Si, 400 will be produced by the Englishmen or me, except what
part

neighbors, this

we create
The total

will charge

as one of the whole community.

My
taxes, two lots, for ten years will be S225.
share S200, Englishmen's S25. Under Henry George's system with
use
retain
the
the same assessment, if the Englishmen chose to
of their

'

out in

the

direction

leading

to

Rama's

presence.
» Bharata, Rama's half-brother,
tlndivira, the blue Lotus {Nympha
Lotus (Ihe Nelumiiitm Spcciasuiii).

lot,

they wou'd pay S112 50 and I would pay Si

Kamala, also a kind of

12. 50.

Jerome Lynch.
To

tlu Editor

of

The Open Court ;—

If private property in land be just, then

There can be no confiscation
the State no man owns land.

fiscation.

is

is

the single-tax con-

of land because as against

"Absolute private property in land has no legal existence and
an impossibility being incompatible with civil government."
No man absolutely owns land. " He may hold it is true an

estate in the land.

This

estate consists

of possession, the right of enjoyment,

subject to the right of the State to
to the right of the State to tax it."

of three things

;

the right

and the right of disposition
alter or defeat it and subject

* * *

The compensation granted by the State when it resumes possession of its land, as for instance when it wishes to erect a schoolhouse

is

for the violation of the implied lease.

violation of any contract real or implied

or rent
I

upon

a

the vacant

I live.

e.xactly like

My

this

!

a picture of distress, sought to comfort her

said

paid one hundred and ninety dollars.

to find

;

fire

bought from

I

all

Three years ago
front, for which

:

search of

fair

compmy

I

which

Nearly

owned by an English Land Company.

are

lots

:

a town of 3,000 inhabitants.

in

!

Lakshmana with
replied to Sita

SINGLE-TAX QUESTION.
The Open Court

To the Eiii/or of
I

you dissemble or is it perchance at the instigation of Bharata?* But I, having obtained my Indiviralike, Kamalaf-eyed Rama, how could I stoop to love a
husband of a meaner extraction ? I rather look forward to the funeral fire and beside Rama I shall never
touch another man not even with my foot " Thus
Sita, like the daughter of a Sura, spoke to Lakshmana,
all the while weeping, and beating her breast with
her hands.
At these harsh and heart stirring words,
that

1699

is

fixed

"

when any

But there

is

no

rate of taxation

by the State." * * *

am aware

that the State has allowed the essentially political

character of land to be lost sight

of,

because, until recently, of the

plentitude of land.
I

am

also

aware that

it

has treated land as though

it

were ac-

But no man holds or can hold land on
any other ground than that which I have described nor can he
have any right to object when the Slate demands rent for its land
whether it is collected by rent or tax. * * *
Wheelbarrow may object to the single-tax as an economic
tually private property.

measure, but when he attempts to affirm the existence of absolute

THE OPEN
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COURT.
THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

private property in land, he has raised

— the

than Mr. George

combined

up a mightier adversary
and judicial talent of the
Wm. C. Wood, M. D.

legal

civilized world.

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XXXVII. — Continued.

Gloversville, N. Y.

To

the Editor

HAVE

I

Pentecost.
are,

it

of

"In

The Open Court

:

carefully considered Georgeism as e.xpressed by Mr.

have come

I

to the conclusion that the disadvantages of

but one, such as time would rightfully adjust

all

if

the

advanta(;es are

But there
else

such as would warrant waiting for adjustment.
one I cannot see how "Father Time" or any one

is

can adjust.

become

It

the fact that there are improz'ements that

is

so incorporated with the land that their value cannot be

Now

separated.

Mr. Pentecost evades

not seem to comprehend

this point.

In fact he does

he recommends farmers to calculate what their farms are worth without improvements
Taking
it for granted that improvements do not mean simply buildings,
for

it,

I

fences,

and the

calculation,

made

like, if

who can make

the

I know nothing of farming, if I have
Wheelbarrow does not understand when
understand what "the full rental value of the

confess that

I will

He

a study.

it

there lives a farmer

says

any body ought

to

land Itself"

yet he takes

this also there is

"

a loss," returned the

High

Steward; "distinguished men have become rare.
I
am ready to acknowledge the advance which the citizen classes have made in the last fifty years. But the
capacity which a people develop in trade and commerce is seldom united with secure self-respect, nay,
seldom also with that firmly-established position which
is

necessary to political strength.

Too

frequently

we

wavering between discontented insolence and
over-great subserviency
covetousness abounds, and
self-sacrifice is small.
Wealth increases everywhere
who can deny that? But not in the same degree a
comprehension of the highest interests of the nation."
"Time will improve," rejoined the Scholar, "and
our sons will become firmer and freer here too our

find a

;

;

;

is

;

the mysteries of making a

it

for granted that he understands

first class

future belongs to those

farm.

It would be a waste of space to give any more object lessons
show how improvements disappear for he has entirely failed to

to

digest those already given.

Now I wish to show how the difficulty would be solved.
Such improvements as serve to increase the producing capacity of
soil would be taxed to their " full rental value " if the "land
itself" was taxed the "full rental value," thus putting a stop to
improvements of this kind, for what yo;;/ is going to spend labor
and money only to increase his tax bill ? While buildings of very
little use to any one but the owner could be built as fine as the
owner pleased without increasing tax.
I think Wheelbarrow's bread would be dearer than ever but
perhaps he could steal a fine house and eat it
And how about forests? The "full rental value" would
the

!

tax nearly

all

the forests out of existence.

should be

at least,

in forest.

One-fourth of

all

land,

This would make lumber lower than

the forest owners could afford, even without any

tax.

Yours Truly,

Mill Green, Md.

Ch,.\s.

M

.

NOTES.
It is

announced that the Lincoln History, so long continued

in the Century, will

We

conclude with the

call the attention of

article in the

Forum

"

in

The Scholar

for July,

ensuing papers.

six

an able and suggestive
by Bishop Potter. The subject is

our readers

to

American Life."

A

correspondent, Mr. Horace P. Riddle, of Logansport, Indiana, informs us, that the lines quoted at the bottom of page i6go
of the last issue of

The Open Court,

and not by Ben Jonson.
seph Rodman Drake.

They were

are by Fitz-Green Halleck,
written on the death of Jo-

The well-known and standard work
'

'

English Past and Present, "

in

A

placed within the reach of

all.

is

is

"

The

an attempt

has created quite a stir in German theological
Struggle for Salvation," by Wilhelm Bender.
It

to p'ace religion

upon a modern standpoint

;

to lay

foundation anew upon the lines of moiern science.
A critical
review of the book, by P. Michaelis, will shortly be published in

its

The Open Court.

"Much maybe

lost," said the High Steward, "beimprovement which you expect becomes great
enough to secure to those who are struggling onward
a salutary and active participation in the affairs of

fore the

government. I am too old to nourish myself with
hopes, and therefore cannot adopt your sanguine conception of our situation.
I wish for the good of our
nation, in whatever way it may come.
I know it has
passed through crises more critical than its present
swaying between a decaying and a rising culture. But
I feel that the air in which I live is growing more sultry
the tense excitement of contrast more dangerous. When
back on a long life, I sometimes feel horror
I look
It
at the moral pestilence that I have contemplated.
was not a time of gigantic vices like your Imperial
era, but it was a time in which, after short poetic
dreams, the weakness of petty souls ruled and brought
distraction. The figures which in this lamentable time
have passed away will appear to posterity, not fearful,
but grotesque and contemptible. You, Professor, live
in a new epoch in which a younger generation awk;

wardly endeavors to rise. I have no sympathy for the
new style. I have not the courage to hope, for I have
no power to promote the culture of the younger generation."

He had

risen.

The

old

man and

the j'oung, vigo-

each other; the one an advocate for the world
which was tending downwards the other a proclaimer
of a teaching which was unceasingly to renew the old
world
secret sorrow lay on the calm countenance of
the old man, and feeling, vigorous feeling, worked in
the animated features of the younger: a high mind
and a refined spirit were visible in the open countenance of both.
site to

;

;

A work which
circles

laboriously."

rous man, the diplomat and the scholar, stood oppo-

Archbishop Trench,
has been published in pamphlet form,
of

two parts, by the Humboldt Publishing Company, of New York.
book that should be thoroughly studied by every student of Eng-

lish is thus

who work

Translatior, cop>Ti|jlUed.
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•'What we had to say to one another," continued
High Steward, "is said. I have endeavored to
make amends for my mistake in regard to you. May
the gossiping openness with which I have exposed
myself to your judgment be some small compensation

the

my

It is the best sathaving been so long silent.
As reI can give to a man of your sort.
spects the diseased state of mind of others, which was
the subject of our conversation, there need be no further words between us both of us will endeavor to do
what is our duty concerning the men that are entrusted
to our care, to preserve them from danger and to guard
May the occupaourselves.
Mr. Werner, farewell.
tion which you have chosen preserve your joyful confidence in your time and your generation for as many
This highest happiness
years as I bear op my head.
of man, I, an insignificant individual, have painfully
felt the want of, as did your great Roman."
"Allow me, your Excellency, to express one request to you," replied the Scholar, with warm feeling.
" Often may the unpractical activity of the new apos-

for

isfaction that

;

evoke a bitter smile from you, and the unfinished
work which we pioneers of learning throw off will not
always satisfy the demands which you make upon us
but when you are compelled to blame us, remember, with

tles

;

forbearance, that our nation can only bear within
the guaranty of renewing youth so long as
lose respect for intellectual aspiration,

simple honesty, in love and hate.
tion

renews

with

new

itself, it

life;

for

new

smile.

doctrine," replied the

"May

I

and retains

So long

it

does not
its

as the na-

may inspire its princes and leaders
we are not Romans, but staunch

and warm-hearted Germans."
"Nero no longer ventures
a

it

to

burn the apostles

High Steward, with

of

a sad

say something kindly from you to the

Sovereign, as far as is compatible with your dignity?"
" I beg you to do so," replied the Professor.

The Professor hastened

to take leave of the Princess.

She received him in the presence of her ladies and the
Few words were exchanged. Upon exMarshal.
pressing the hope of seeing him soon again at the capWhen he had left the
ital, speech almost forsook her.
room, she flew up to her library and looked down on
the carriage into which the chest was being put. She
plucked some flowers which the gardener had placed
in her room, and fastened them together with a ribbon.
" His e}'e looked upon you, and his voice sounded
in the narrow halls in which you are passing your
No, not a dream, a beaulife.
It was a short dream

COURT.
No

less.

one knows

1701
it,

not even himself,

I

alone

felt

woven of the tenderest threads that ever were drawn from one human
soul to another, thou must be torn and blown away

the happiness.

Light, airy bond,

!

Only the consciousness remains that the inclination
which drew two strangers together has been forever a
blessing to one of them.
"You, earnest man, go on your path, and I on
mine and if accident should bring us together, then
we shall bow civilly to each other, and greet one an;

other with courtly speeches.

When I meet with one
know

of

my

Farewell,

your associates,

I

scholar.

shall hence-

community,
have humbly bowed my head."
From the tops of the trees on which the princely
The
child was looking down the birds were singing.
she bent down, and held the
carriage rolled away
nosegay with outstretched hand then with a powerful
swing she threw the flowers on to the top of a tree

forth
in

that he belongs to the silent

whose porch

I

;

;

;

among the leaves a little bird flew out, but
moment he again perched by the nosegay, and

they hung
the next

;

continued his song. But the Princess leaned her head
against the wall of the tower.

The Scholar drove to the city with the chest he
had found beside him. More rapid and stormy than
on his coming were the thoughts that flitted through
his soul he hastened the coachman, and an indefinite
anxiety fixed his looks on the rising towers of the capBut amidst all, he ever saw the figure of the
ital.
High Steward before him, and heard the sorrowful
words of his soft voice.
" Immeasurably great is the difference between the
narrow relations of this Court and the mighty greatness
immeasurably great also the difof Imperial Rome
ference between the troubled Court lord and the
gloomy power of a Roman senator. And yet there is
something in the structure of the soul that has this
day displayed itself to me which reminds me of a figure
from a time long past and what he said sounds in my
soul like a feeble tone from the heart of the man whose
work I seek in vain. For just as we endeavor to explain the present from the past, so do we interpret
circumstances and figures of a past time in the light
of the men that live around us. The past unceasingly
sends its spirit into our souls, and we unceasingly
adapt the past to conform to the needs of our hearts."
;

;

;

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
THE M.^GISTEr'S

exit.

!

new world.
"As the womanly heart submits, in loving devotion, to the stronger mind of a life-companion, her eye

tiful

picture from a

such is the happiness of which I have
had a presage. Only once has my hand touched his,
but I feel as if I had lain on his heart, invisible, bodifixed

upon

his,

Professor Raschke was
room.

The

bright colors of his

gown were faded
service

on the floor of his
Turkish dressingconstant perseverance in scientific
sitting

had given

;

it

a tinge of pale grey, but

it

stiU

continued worthily to cover the limbs of its master.
The Professor had seated himself by the side of his
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eldest son Marcus, in order to facilitate the latter's
While the little
study of the first book of A, B, C.

one, tired of the pictures, was resting, his father

made

use of the pause to draw a small copy of Aristotle out

He

and made remarks with a
Marcus had long
thrown away the picture book, and with the other
children danced round their father.
"Papa, take your legs away; we can't get round
them," exclaimed Bertha, the eldest, from whom, indeed, one might have expected greater discretion.
Raschke drew in his legs, and as after that he
of his pocket.

read,

pencil, not observing that his son

found his seat uncomfortable, he desired the children
They brought the chair, and he
to bring him a chair.
supported his back against it.
" We can't get around yet," cried the dancing chil-

Raschke looked

up.

"Then

I

will

sit

upon the

That was satisfactory
hubbub continued.

to the children,

and the noisy

I

"Come here, Bertha," said Raschke; "you may
my desk." He laid the book on her head whilst

he read and wrote and the little one stood as still as a
mouse under the book, and scolded the others because
;

made

a noise.

There was a knock the Doctor entered.
" Ha, Fritz " called out the Professor " I hardly
recognized you
I must try to recall your face.
Is
;

!

;

;

right to set your friends aside

anticipate happiness, for

alone have
I

cannot

wished to

I

I

am

On my

to Bielstein.

start earlier

on

is in

Raschke passed

account

this journej'.

am

disturbed

the neighborhood of

Werner."

myself of one anxiety.

rid

that the Magister

to-day to ac-

friend's

hand through

his

I

" In-

his hair.

deed," he exclaimed.

"I have
"

Doctor.

distinct reasons for this," continued the

The

dealer

who was

said to have brought

the forged parchment strip of Struvelius to the city

was sent

to

me by

the mother of the Magister.

severely with him, as

knew nothing

had sold such

man
made me

was natural
of

;

false

very anxious.

dealt

me

such a parchment, and never

a sheet to the Magister.

at the

I

but he assured

The anger

of

assertion of the Magister has
It

confirms a suspicion that

have expressed in a letter with respect to the
genuineness of another piece of writing which has
been mentioned to me by Werner from the capital.
I cannot help fearing that the Magister himself was
the forger, and a terror comes over me at the thought
that he is now exercising his art upon our friend."
" That is a very serious affair," exclaimed Raschke,
pacing up and down, disquieted.
"Werner trusted
the Magister implicitly."
The Doctor also paced up and down. "Only
I

act as

in this

a friendly greeting might do you good

?

way, when

Laura has

has happened to your dear father.
A
heavy loss," he continued, sorrowfully: "if I am not
mistaken, two hundred thousand."
told

ment.

company Laura

the

chair."

it

been unkindly treated by him, like the Ps3'che in the
of Venus.
He vents his anger upon me, and
gives me insoluble tasks.
But beneath all his insolence, I perceive that he is reconciled to my attachtale

that he

dren.

the}'

COURT.

me what

should make him the
Fancy what a bitter sorrow that
would be to him. He would long struggle sternly and
self-tormentingly with a painful impression, which we
think,

if

his noble confidence

victiai of a

deceit.

"Just one cipher too much."
"It matters little," replied Raschke, "what the
loss is, compared with the sorrow it occasions.
I
I
should have been with you, F'ritz, at that time.
started immediately, but a circumstance interfered
with my intention," he added, embarrassed. "I have
long been accustomed to go to your street in the evening, and
well
I got to the wrong house, and with
difficulty, found my way back to the lecture."
" Do not pity me," replied the Doctor; "rejoice
I have just now found,
with me I am a happy man.
what I despaired of obtaining, Laura's heart and the

" Unfortunately I cannot do that for several days
meanwhile, I beg of you to make Professor Struvelius
acquainted with the statement of the dealer."
The Doctor went away. Raschke forgot Aristotle,
and meditated anxiously on the treachery of the Magister.
Whilst so doing, there was a knock, and

consent of her father."

Struvelius,*with Flaminia, stood at the open door.

—

—

—

Raschke clapped the Doctor on the shoulder, and
one hand, then the other. " The father's! "
he exclaimed " he was the hindrance.
I know something of him, and I know his dog.
If I may judge of
the man by his dog," he continued, doubtingly, "he
must be a character. Is it not so, my friend ? "
The Doctor laughed. "There has been an old
enmity brooding -over our street. My poor soul has
pressed

first

;

should not be able to obliterate without great effort."
" You are quite right," said Raschke, again passing

hand through his hair. "It is not in him to be
to overcome moral delinquency without great
exitement.
You must warn him at once, and that face
his

able

to face."
;

Raschke -greeted them, called his wife, begged
them to sit down, and quite forgot that he was in his
Turkish dressing-gown.
"We come with one wish," began Flaminia, sol" It is with respect to our colleague Werner.
emnly.
M}' husband will impart to you what has moved us
both deeply."
{'lo be coKiinued,)

THE OPEN
BOOK REVIEWS.
The Two Chiefs
Century.
By
This

is

Romance

Irish

New York
J. A. Froude.
A. C. McClurg & Co.

Chicago

Sons.

An

of Dunbov.

:

Charles Scribner's

:

it

presses at this

upon American statesmanship.
Cronin tragedy,

will not

it

moment

with alarming weight

In the ghastly presence of the

do to say that Mr. Fronde has exagger-

ated the conspiracies and plots that were part of the social

life

of

In this romance the

Ireland a hundred and thirty years ago.

Americans may read the history, and learn the origin of that barscheme of change, which, transplanted from Europe less
than fifty years ago, has taken firm root in American soil, the
scheme of conspiracy and murder.
It has been fashionable, for certain reasons, to class Mr.
He now gives
Froude's histories among the romances of the day.
us a romance containing history which in the face of Chicago eviMr.
dence, his most hostile critics will not venture to dispute.
Froude has given us in the form of a novel, a very dramatic sketch
baric

of Celtic Ireland in the eighteenth century.

but one.

enemies

It

in

is

As

a novel,

will

it

would have had
luck that Mr. Froudes

have ten readers, where, perhaps, as a history,
the very irony of Irish

it

Chicago, while denying the correctness of h's pen-

pictures of characters, actually furnish the most tragic evidence

At the same time every fairminded Englishman will sympathize with Mr. Froude in his condemnation of the stupid, criminal, and avaricious policy adopted
by the English for the misgovernment of Ireland. He draws a
terrible indictment against the statesmen of England in the following words
that they are unfortunately true.

:

When

the actions of men are measured in the eternal scale, and the sins
who had undertaken to ru e Ireland and had not ruled it are seen in.
many
another desperate patriot in that ill-fated country, may be found to bear most
"

of those

the full blossom of their consequences, the guilt of Morty, the guil: of

heavily on those English statesmen whose reckless negligence was the true
cause of their crimes."

The two
upon

whom

chiefs of

Dunboy

are Col. Goring, an Englishman

the estate has been cast by confiscation from

ancient owners, and Morty O'Sullivan, the hereditary owner,

had forfeited

his inheritance

by treason.

chief of the O'Sullivan sept, and

it

is

its

who

Morty O'Sullivan was

a strange coincidence that

name, justly, or unjustly, is prominent in the Cronin tragedy.
Goring and Morty O'Sullivan are the rival heroes of the story.
Col. Goring is a soldier of the Stonewall Jackson, Henry
Havelock, and Chinese Gordon type, and it is very evident that
Gordon was the model used by Mr. Froude in moulding the charIn fact, he writes " Gordon " sometimes instead
acter of Goring.
The printer followed copy, and Mr. Froude in reof " Goring."
Goring
vising the proof-sheets failed to notice his own mistake.
plants an English colony on the Dunboy estates, and develops the
mining, manufacturing, and fishery industries.
He is also commander of about a hundred miles of coast, with the duty of preHe is governed in all
venting smuggling within his jurisdiction.
his actions by religious duty, and is morally and physically above
Knowing that he may be assassinated at any
the sense of danger.
moment he goes about his work unarmed and unattended, someHe believes that he is " the sertimes miles away from home.
vant of God," and that he will be spared so long " as it is God's
will."
He furnishes most of the employment and charity for the
peasantry round about, and yet he knows that as a protestant and
^ " Saxon " his life is forfeited according to their national and religious code.
One morning after he had relieved a crowd of people, some with money, some with food, some with clothes, and
this

Col.

some with medicine, he
"They
gard for

said to a friend

nd

bel

Yet of

all

the

I

suppose iha

So long as this is true in the United States to-day, it is idle to
deny that it was true in Ireland, a hundred and thirty years ago.
Col. Goring expected that the Irish would oppose his enterThis
prises, and hamper him in the performance of his duties.
was natural, but he was amazed that the English officials in Ireland
His colony
thwarted him at every step, and even censured him
was Presbyterian, although he himself was of the established
church, but his people found out that they could not worship in
their own way, nor teach their children the rudiments of knowledge without breaking the law.
their

own

earts they have a re
)-day there

is

hardly

The

colonists rather than violate

consciences or the laws of the land abandoned the set-

In like manner the barbarous
made smuggling a patriotic duty,
and Col. Goring found that his efforts to suppress smuggling were
His duty was to enforce
not approved by his superior officers.
No less
the laws, and he was expected to wink at their violation.
a personage than the protestant Archbishop of Dublin said to him,
and with good reason too, " You cannot, live in Ireland without
breaking laws on one side or the other." Goring could not unIt was incomprederstand such loose political morality as that.

tlement and sailed for America.

laws restricting Irish trade had

He was betrayed to his death exCronin was, but up to the last moment of his life he
maintained that a law which ought not to be enforced ought to be
hensible to his English mind.
actly as Dr.

repealed.

Morty O'Sullivan was a fanatic of another type. He was a
whose lands and whose people had been conquered
by the Saxon. His overmastering passion was hatred of the English, and his religious duty was to uproot them from the soil of
Ireland.
He would not be satisfied with anything less than their
utter extermination. He was a brave and chivalrous man, a soldier
He had fought with Prince
polished at the court of Austria.
Charles at Culloden, had escaped to the continent after the battle,
was outlawed by the English, his land confiscated, and a price set
upon his head. After gaining distinction in the Austrian army,
he threw up his commission that he might accept the command of
a French privateer to harass the English coast, to prey upon English commerce, to protect the contraband trade between Ireland
and France, to supply arms to the Irish, to conduct the correspondence between the Irish chiefs and the government at 'Versailles, and finally to organize an insurrection in Ireland which
was to be assisted by a French army landed at Bmtry Bay.
As Col. Goring's efforts to establish English law in Ireland
were thwarted by the English, so in another way Morty O'Sullivan's
efforts to establish Irish law in Ireland were thwarted by the Irish.
He could never get his countrymen to rise to the dignity of war
they would not go farther than a conspiracy, and conspiracy was
hateful to the soul of Morty O'Sullivan.
In the anguish of disapCeltic chief

;

pointment he one day said
"

None are braver

:

we when cow's

tails are to be cut off, or the enemies of the country shot from a hiding place. But to stand up and fight the
Saxon in an honorable field as the Scots did with Bruce and Wallace, that is
beyond us, and therefore we are what we are."

There

"
like

We

men.

countrymen
the open field.

his

Eng'ish in

draw him

tlian

pathos in the despair of Morty O'Sullivan

is

finds that

will

He

call

when he

not follow him to fight with the
rejects all their importunities to

into conspiracies to assassinate.

He

says

;

ourselves patriots and we have not the spirit to f tee our tyrants
are false to one another. Wc shall be false to any friend that

We

trusts us.
" The sun will

never shine on free Ireland till she has learned
conquerers with better weapons than the murdeous knife."

to face

her

at an opportune moment, and
Habitual conspiracy deteriorates

Mr. Froude's romance appears
the lesson of

:

the

ordered by the secret

not try to shoot

of the Last

a story that ought to be read by every American, be-

cause the moral of

COURT.
who would

a people, and

it

will not

a'

people

be

lost.

who merely

never be a match for a nation that

conspires and assassinatts will
fights.

M. M. T.
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Read what Colonel

Ingersoll says:

"I am greatly pleased with Secular Thought '—
with its form, arrangement, and contents— above all,
with its spirit. It is splendid. I don't see how it
could b9 better. I read it with the greatest of
pleasure."
Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll.
'
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Read what Helen H. Gardener says:
"Permit me to congratulate vou on the fine appearance and tone of Secular Thought." I heartily congratulate our Canadian friends upon the
fact that they are represented by a paper of which
they can be justly proud, and which they need
never hesitate to hand to their most delicate'

minded

friends,
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The Academy, Syracuse, N. Y.

:

N. H.

— We have before

first four numbers of this new magazine,
feel justifi'-d in indorsing tlie favorable opinion expressed by the daily press and some of our
leading college professors of German
On the
whole, Germania is well adapted to the private
study of German, and, we are sure, will be welcomed by teachers as a pleasant companion to the
usual test-books. Even at the present rates for single copies teachers will find in its columns varied
and interesting reading for iheir classes, at a reasonable rate.
urge all teachers of German to
examine the magazine with this object in view.
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Redaction: Dr. H. Potonie.
Verlag:
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Corners and The Board of Trade

THE LABOR QUESTION.
This

little

pamphlet

is

a reprint

from the

col-

of The Open Court of an able and spirited
controversy between Wheelbarrow and a prom-

NW.

Hermann Riemann.
6,

Louisenpl. ii (Germany).

Die reich illustrirte "Naturwissenschaftliche
Wochenschrift" bringt allgemein interessante Aufsltze und orientirt iiber die Fortschritte aus dem
Gesammigebiet der Naturwissenschaft und ihrer
praktischen Anwendimg, sowie iiber die gesammte
Literatur und das wissenschaftliche Leben. Auch

dem sich tiir Naturwissenschaft interessierenden
Laien ist die "Naturwissenscnaftliche Wochenschrift" durch allgemein verstftndliche Sprache
ein werthvoUes Orean.

ums

inent Chicago financier. The title indicates the
subject. Wheelbarrow attacks the combinations
of trade that "make bread dear and laborers
cheap." Sympathizer declares Wheelbarrow's article a misrepresentation of facts, and characterizes it as misleading and obscure. Wheelbarrow
replies, explains more fully his position, and contends that the arguments of Sympathizer have only
strengthened the stand he has taken.
The discussion is by practical men, and forms an interesting chapter in economics.

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING
J69-175
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P. O.

Drawer

Post Free for Twelve

Chicago, III.
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The Subject-matter is Life— Life in all its
forms, plant and animal, from the " lowest " to the
"highest," recent and extinct.
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scientific
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— Printing
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Institut zu Berlin.
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Direktor des Falk-Realeymnasiums zu Berlin. Prof.
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Berlin
OberBergrath Dr. CREDNER, Direktor
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Prof. Dr. FRANK, Prof, der Botanik an der
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Sternwarte in Breslau. Prof. Dr. A. GERSTAEKER, Professor der Zoologie an der UniversitJlt
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schaftl. Hochschule zu Berlin.
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in Berlin.
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zu Berlin. Prof. Dr. A. ORTH, Professor an der
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THE TEACHER'S OUTLOOK.
Published by The Teacher's Publishing Company. Des Moines. Iowa. A monthly magazine devoted to the interests of teachers and advanced
pupils and intended to supplement the good work
done by other school journals rather than to occupy
the same held. Instead of filling its columns with
school methods, school aids, and the details of
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers in
matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
room, and its columns will furnish an Outlook
upon affairs of life, facts in science and nature
illustrate and test the theories of the schools.
In this work it will hope to furnish the teacher with
a natural source of inspiration and mental energy,
quicken thought and make the school room a place
joyous with buoyant spirits that offer a responsive
greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gloom and dullness which
often surrounds the daily toil.
A leading feature of tlie magazine will be a
monthly review of current events, civil and industrial problems, scientific inventions, discoveries,

which

Another feature will be a very complete Review
of current Literature, especially of all books and
magazines coming within the sphere of its labor.
have entered into arrangements with all the
leading publishers to keep us informed of all their
new and prospective publications, and the Reviews
will be made by competent critics.
Still another feature, and a very important one
as giving a practical value to the Outlook offered,
will be the formation of a circle of writers out of

We

its

subscribers, from which

it

hopes

to

draw

its

corps of contributors. This plan is original as applied to a magazine, and is based on the idea of
co-operation, or mutual helpfulness. If met with
that appreciation necessary to its full execution it
will be the means of introducing many new writers
to the public, and of aiding many who now lack
the training in the expression of thought necessary
the field of literature into which their tastes would
lead them. Si. 50 per year. Sample copies 20 cts.
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Good pay to agents.

